This paper presents a novel method for unsupervised segmentation of objects with large displacements in high speed video sequences. Our general framework introduces a new foreground object predicting method that finds object hypotheses by encoding both spatial and temporal features via a semantic motion signature scheme. More specifically, temporal cues of object hypotheses are captured by the motion signature proposed in this paper, which is derived from sparse saliency representation imposed on magnitude of optical flow field. We integrate semantic scores derived from deep networks with location priors that allows us to directly estimate appearance potentials of foreground hypotheses. A unified MRF energy functional is proposed to simultaneously incorporate the information from the motion signature and semantic prediction features. The functional enforces both spatial and temporal consistency and impose appearance constancy and spatio-temporal smoothness constraints directly on the object hypotheses. It inherently handles the challenges of segmenting ambiguous objects with large displacements in high speed videos. Our experiments on video object segmentation benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for segmenting high speed objects despite the complicated scene dynamics and large displacements.
Introduction
This paper investigates unsupervised segmentation of high speed real-world video sequences with large displacements of foreground objects. Segmenting foreground objects from unconstrained video sequences is an important problem in computer vision and at the core of many machine and robot vision technologies including industrial inspection, humanrobot interaction and robotic visual servo.
A successful segmentation algorithm should be robust under a wide variety of dynamic scenes encountered in complex natural environments. Indeed, typical natural scenes may contain many dynamics such as appearance variation, camera motion, background clutter as well as scale and illumination changes. What makes the problem even harder is the presence of large displacements. On one hand, for longterm video segmentation, temporal subsampling is usually applied to reduce the memory and computational load. In this case, however, the segmentation problem is aggravated by the presence of large displacements between successive frames caused by this subsampling effect. On the other hand, on a typical robotic assembly line, the parts to be assembled usually move very fast on a high speed convey belt, resulting therefore in large displacements of video data captured by the robot vision system. To enable robust segmentation, the key problem is to mitigate negative effects on hypothesizing candidate objects in the presence of scene dynamics and large displacements. The presence of large displacements in high speed videos renders the segmentation of foreground objects problematic, as it brings negative effects on candidate object hypothesis between consecutive frames. Most of the cases, object hypothesis relies on motion boundary approaches, which are prone to inside map bleeding due to unreliable motion boundaries caused by large displacements in high speed videos, therefore, limit present methods to relatively moderate displacements of objects in normal speed video sequences.
The algorithms for unsupervised object hypothesis can be roughly classified into two categories: object-like region ranking and trajectory based estimation. Object-like based approaches integrate appearance or objectness cues [1] - [4] into segmentation, which can successfully provide homogenous object-like segments for every single frame, regardless of the scene dynamics and large displacements. However, the object-like regions lack motion interpretation and typically fail if the appearance or shape of foreground objects is changed. Trajectory based approaches [5] - [7] can alleviate some of the problems inherent in object-like based approaches. However, the underlying assumption of trajectory based methods is that there exists relative motion between foreground and background, which is not valid in general, as some parts or the whole body of objects may remain still for a number of frames. Moreover, initializing foreground seeds only on motion cues tends to produce a large number of false-positive bleeding seeds, especially in case of high speed videos with large displacements.
The main motivation of our work is to solve this problem in a more effective manner. We expect to find a way to enable salient region detection in the motion domain in turn compensates for this shortcoming of motion boundary based object hypothesis. Another motivation is the acceptance of the fact that predicting semantic regions via deep features is more effective than hand crafted object-like features for segmenting high speed videos with large displacements.
Our contributions in this work are two-fold. First, we propose a video object segmentation method that estimates object hypotheses by encoding both spatial and temporal Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers features via a novel semantic motion signature scheme. Temporal cues of object hypotheses are captured by the motion signature in order to alleviate ambiguous inside object hypotheses. Second, instead of using hand crafted objectness features, we formulate semantic scores derived from deep features into location priors that allows us to directly estimate appearance potentials of foreground hypotheses. We demonstrate that the performance of the proposed semantic motion signature framework can generalize well to a broad range of high speed video sequences with large displacements compared to alternative concurrent algorithms.
The Method
Our goal is to segment foreground objects from unconstrained video sequences without additional human intervention. We propose a novel video object segmentation model by integrating motion signature and semantic prediction cues into an energy minimization framework.
Problem Formulation
Consider a video sequence
consisting of T frames. The problem of video segmentation is formulated as finding a labelling function that assigns a label l x ∈ L for all pixels x := (x, y) of I. In the case of foreground/background video object segmentation, the goal is to segment foreground object pixels R f := {x|l x = 1} from surrounding background pixels R b := {x|l x = 0} so as to form a partition of
t=1 be the set of optical flow fields estimated from the video sequence {I t } T t=1 . In video object segmentation, both spatial and temporal constraints should be taken into account by the labelling function to yield a binary segmentation of a video sequence. To this end, we use the Markov random field (MRF) to construct a spatio-temporal graph G = (V, E) to take into account spatio-temporal coherence constraints. Each node i ∈ V corresponds to a superpixel region of the video. The using of superpixels to represent the video sequence enables greatly reduced computational complexity as well as memory usage. The graph consists of two category of edges: E = E s ∪ E t . More precisely, (i, j) ∈ E s represents edges in the spatial domain connecting two superpixels i and j, both located in frame I t , whereas (i, j, t, t + 1) ∈ E t represents edges in the temporal domain connecting two superpixels i (in frame I t ) and j (in frame I t+1 ) that are connected by the optical flow field f t : Ω → R 2 . The resulting video object segmentation problem is to find the optimal labelling assignment L * by solving the minimization of the MRF energy functional [8] :
where the labeling L = {l i } of all superpixels i ∈ V represents a segmentation of the video. λ 1 and λ 2 are unary and pairwise potential weights, which are used to tradeoff the two energy terms. E 1 and E 2 denote energy functionals that integrate unary and pairwise coherence constraints. We employed the same instantiations of the pairwise energy potentials as in [7] for characterizing the pairwise potentials.
Unary Potentials
A common assumption is that foreground and background pixels across different frames should have similar location and appearance. We define the location and appearance constraints by an unary energy as
where Φ L i and Φ A i denote the location and appearance potentials, which are designed to encode the inside seeds mapping, motion saliency as well as semantic predictions, respectively.
We follow [7] to generate binary inside-outside seeds
t=1 through point-in-polygon mapping on motion boundary, which consists of a pair of complementary components, namely, the magnitude of gradient of optical flow and the directional difference of neighboring pixels. While the inside seeds are computed from the complementary fusion of motion magnitude and directional measures, we find that this can easily result in ambiguous detections at the foreground hypothesis stage. Large displacements and background motion lead to unreliable motion boundaries and thus can induce inside seeds bleeding, so as to result in failed segmentation of foreground objects.
To alleviate this to some extent, we introduce motion signature in the proposed video object segmentation framework to handle the cases of potential ambiguous detection of foreground seeds due to large displacements and background motion. Specifically,
t=1 denote the set of motion saliency mapping generated from the optical flow f . Inspired by sparse salience signature [9] in color space, we define the motion signature
, where * denotes the convolution operator, • denotes the Hadamard (entrywise) product operator, g denotes a Gaussian kernel.f denotes the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) of image signature of the optical flow vector, formally,f = IDCT[sign(DCT(|| f ||))], where || f || denotes the magnitude of optical flow, sign denotes the signum operator. Intuitively, motion signature is conducive to forming good foreground object hypotheses because it is more likely to have reliable foreground map in the motion field. Theoretically, for a foreground signal with nonzero elements independently drawn from the unit Gaussian distribution, over 79 percent of the motion signaturef is expected to be contained in the support of the foreground [9] .
Given the estimated inside seeds S and motion signature M, we define the location prior as the intersection of S and M by
where S and M are binarized by a thresholding function T H at τ 1 and τ 2 , respectively. In this way, only the seeds in salient motion areas is related to location priors, thus alleviating the effect of seeds bleeding caused by unreliable motion boundaries. We define the location potential in accordance with the estimated location prior
whereL i denotes the percentage of i's pixels that are inside the foreground according to the location prior L. The parameter λ controls the steepness of the location potential. Due to the highly dynamic nature of unconstrained scenes, we suggest to integrate semantic scores with location priors for encoding appearance constraints. We adopt fully convolutional networks (FCN) [10] to predict the semantic locations of foreground hypotheses FCN(
and formulate the appearance prior as
Motivation for fusing the semantic locations is based on the assumption that object cues which are ambiguous in temporal domain, e.g. due to relatively static motion between foreground and background, may be complemented by spatial object hypotheses acquired by deep learning tools. The appearance potential evaluates classification likelihood of a superpixel i with color value I i according to appearance models trained by the appearance prior A(x). Typically, background modeling techniques such as Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [11] is adopted to train the foreground and background appearance models. We take the negative log-likelihood of the GMM as the unary potential:
where each foreground and background GMM has five and eight components, respectively.
Experiments
We evaluate our semantic motion signature approach for video object segmentation on a publicly available benchmark dataset, namely the Freiburg-Berkeley Motion Segmentation (FBMS) [6] dataset publicly available at [12] . The dataset consists of 29 (in train dataset) and 30 (in test dataset) video sequences capturing severe illumination changes, object deformations, camera motion and significant scale variations. To generate fast moving objects, we subsampled the original image sequences at every 20th frames. To alleviate computational burden, especially for the objectness oriented approaches, each frame is sampled every 5 pixels in both row and column direction. For all video sequences, we utilized the SLIC algorithm [14] to compute superpixels because of its low computational cost. Throughout our experiments, we fix λ in the location potential at 5. τ 1 and τ 2 are fixed at 4 and 0.4, respectively. ) shows the displacements that are computed by simply subtracting the two consecutive frames before (top) and after (bottom) subsampling. Obviously, subsampling can significantly increase displacements, appropriate motion boundaries are missed as a result of the displacements being too large. (c) illustrates the magnitude of optical flow of the two consecutive frames estimated by [15] . (d) shows the inside mapping of motion boundaries which combine magnitude with directional optical flow via the point-in-polygon algorithm as in [7] . We observe a clear phenomenon of inside map bleeding, the phenomenon can be explained by the magnitude of optical flow, which could not captured suitable motion boundary due to large displacements between the two consecutive frames. Motion signature M( f ) and FCN prediction are illustrated at the top and bottom of Fig. 1 (e) , respectively. We observe that the phenomenon of bleeding is alleviated to some extent by using the motion signature and FCN prediction schemes.
Initially, we highlight the importance of location and appearance cues by setting the unary potential weight at λ 1 = 6000, whereas the spatial and temporal weights in the pairwise potential is fixed at λ 2 = 1. For tuning the weight of unary potentials, we iterated over different values of λ 1 ∈ {6000, 3000, 500, 50}. We plot segmentation accuracy w.r.t. different weight values of the unary potential on the FBMS train dataset at left of Fig. 2 . Precisionrecall curves and average precision (AP) is used for evaluation. As can be seen from this figure, the proposed algorithm achieves the best performance (AP = 44.55%) at λ 1 = 500 on 29 video sequences in the train dataset. The accuracy degrades gracefully as the unary weight decrease, obtaining average precision AP = 32.15% at λ 1 = 50 due to oversmoothing of object boundaries. We compare our results on the FBMS test dataset with those of three state-of-the-art video object segmentation methods: directed acylic graph based video object segmentation (DAGVOS) [13] , key-segments (KS) [1] and fast object segmentation (FOS) [7] . The qualitative segmentation performance in terms of precision-recall curves of the proposed method, KS, DAGVOS and FOS are shown at right of Fig. 2 . It can be seen that our approach outperforms the three competing algorithms. The average precision on the 30 sequences in the test dataset is AP = 35.92%, gaining a significant performance improvement of 13.63% compared to the second best DAGVOS method. Although the FOS algorithm worked relatively well for videos with medium-level speed, this algorithm failed for segmenting objects with large displacements caused by high video speed due to ambiguous foreground hypotheses. The robustness of our approach can be explained by the fact that the motion saliency and semantic prediction add supplementary features for object hypothesis that reduce ambiguities and improve stability.
We give more experimental results on the FBMS test dataset to validate the benefit of using motion signature and FCN scores. To this end, we compare three different foreground hypothesis methods implemented in this paper, i.e., the inside-outside seeds S (x) as in [7] , the location prior L(x) and the appearance prior A(x). The foreground hypothesis results of thirty videos in the FBMS test dataset are numerically reported in Table 1 . With regard to the average precision results in this table we can observe that the performance with the motion signature feature provides more re- liable estimates for foreground hypothesis (PR L = 24.40%) than the baseline inside mapping seeds (PR S = 19.56%). Another observation is that the integration of semantic FCN scores into the location prior can further boost the performance of foreground hypothesis, which achieves average precision PR A = 33.76% by using the appearance prior. Overall, quantitative comparison suggests that object hypothesis clearly benefits from additional features by using motion signature and FCN scores.
For evaluating the segmentation quality on each video sequence, we report results obtained with the metric
, where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set ·, GT denotes ground truth of a video sequence. The segmentation accuracy of each video sequence of the FBMS test dataset is reported in Fig. 3 . In terms of the Accuracy evaluation criteria, the proposed method achieves average segmentation accuracy of 86.11%, the number of video with more than 70% accuracy attains to 28 out of 30 sequences. Our approach failed for the marple9 video sequence with a result of Accuracy = 29.67%, this can be explained by the fact that the foreground persons have particularly large scale aspect ratio with respect to the image and, consequently, these regions will be afforded little importance during foreground hypothesis.
We extend experiments to test the performance of the proposed algorithm on another dataset: SegTrack dataset publicly available at [16] . For this dataset, we use the same experimental settings as our previous experiments. Again, we compare three different foreground hypothesis methods implemented in this paper, i.e., the inside-outside seeds S (x) as in [7] , the location prior L(x) and the appearance prior A(x). We report the performance of segmentation results in Table 2 . We found that the proposed method with additional motion signature and FCN scores achieves comparable performance for four out of the five videos in the SegTrack dataset, indicating that the proposed method has the potential to be applied to other real-world video object segmentation datasets. However, there exist an exception for the birdfall video, where although motion signature reliably detected the object from static background, the small-sized foreground deteriorates object hypothesis predicted by the semantic FCN scores. 
Conclusion
This paper has presented a semantic motion signature framework that facilitates segmenting fast moving objects in unconstrained natural scenes. The proposed algorithm was trained on 29 video sequences and tested on 30 video sequences. The superiority of the proposed method is demonstrated by comparing it with three state-of-the-art video object segmentation algorithms quantitatively. Moreover, this paper showed that in video segmentation, detecting motion boundaries to derive foreground seeds without more sophisticated features is clearly not enough. Thus, the proposed framework that combines semantic prediction via deep networks and motion signature cues, is a powerful tool able to segment ambiguous objects in high speed video sequences.
Integrating motion signature features into deep network architectures might be an interesting point for further investigations.
